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Abstract22

Bed mobility and stability are spatially and temporally variable, making it a complex phenomenon to23

study. This paper is the second of a pair, in which we present an automated image processing procedure24

for monitoring the mobility/stability of gravel river beds. The method is based on local comparison of the25

shape of the grains identified at the same coordinates between successive photos to identify coincident26

and new grains. From this categorisation in a given study area, several variables can be extracted,27

such as: the general proportion of mobile or immobile grains (number or area), the maximum mobile28

or immobile diameters, the proportion per grain fraction of grains that remained immobile (stable) and29

grains newly identified. Additionally, percentiles of the surface Grain Size Distribution (GSD) before and30

after a target hydrological event, as well as the immobile and mobilized GSD (which could be used as a31

proxy for bedload GSD) can be computed. In this part 2 paper, we present the entire GIS-based procedure32

for identifying the shape of each grain in digital images of bed patches to then classify their dynamic33

status (mobile/immobile), and derive a reliable result compatible with different forms of sampling (Area-34

by-number, Abn, and Grid-by-number, Gbn) and types of measurements (continuous and discrete square35

holes grain size reading). The performance of the GIS procedure is evaluated for the mentioned above36

variables over a control set composed of ten 1×1m paired before/after image samples representing37

different field conditions. The automatic classification applied on a perfect (manual) grain delineation38

yields Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) lower than 3% in both Abn and Gbn, while the automatic classification39

applied on an automated delineation with 10 min of manual boundary revision shows MAE around 8%40

and presents a larger MAE of 29% for only the estimation of the mobile percentile.41
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1 Introduction46

Riverbed stability and mobility, referring to the bed surface that remains stable or not (MacKenzie et al.,47

2018), varies over time and space. The understanding, characterization, and prediction of bed surface48

dynamics related to sediment transport is important for geomorphologists (e.g., estimation of trans-49

ported or deposited volume) and ecologists (e.g., the timing and intensity of bed instability determines50

the disturbance of aquatic substrate habitats and thus controls the presence and resilience of aquatic51

organisms (e.g., Cobb et al., 1992; Matthaei and Townsend, 2000; Gibbins et al., 2005, 2007).52

A first approach to evaluate the mobility (or the loss of stability) of grains is based on the competence53

of the flow (Gilbert and Murphy, 1914) by estimating the force of the water required to set into motion54

grains present on the bed (e.g., Miller et al., 1977; Komar, 1987; Ashworth et al., 1992; Parker, 2008;55

Dey and Ali, 2019). For a given force exerted on the bed, (i) the mobility can be defined as equal when56

all the grain fractions are movable independently of their size (ii) while it is selective when only certain57

grain fractions enter into motion. The mobilization is generally positively dependent on the grain size58

(an increase in force will progressively mobilize coarser grains). This approach is commonly based on59

the observation and measurement of the coarsest clasts mobilised for different competent hydrological60

events (Andrews and Parker, 1987). Although this method is sometimes also used by ecologists (e.g.,61

Downes et al., 1997; Duncan and Suren, 1999; Lorang and Hauer, 2003), it has a disadvantage as a62

mobile grain of a given size does not necessarily mean that all grains of that size are mobilised.63

Another approach to characterizing substrate mobility, based on the proportion of surface and bedload64

grain fractions, has been introduced by Wilcock and McArdell (1993) and further used by, for instance,65

Wathen et al. (1995), Wilcock (1997), Mao and Lenzi (2007). When the proportion of a grain fraction of66

diameter i present in the bedload is the same to that of the bed surface, then the term full mobility can67

be used. When the proportion of a given size fraction present in the bedload is less that of the bed the68

surface, then the mobility can be termed partial.69

To feed these two cited example approaches, one inexpensive method, with respect to both instrument70

cost and fieldwork effort, is the use of tracers such a painted bed area (see summary in Hassan and Roy71

(2016)). A representative area of the bed is painted and photographed. After a hydrological event, a72

repeated photograph of the initial patch can be taken and the entrained painted grains can be eventually73

located downstream and transport distances measured, as well as their size (e.g., Church and Hassan,74

2002; Hassan and Ergenzinger, 2003; Vericat et al., 2008; Mao et al., 2017 ; Brenna et al., 2019;75

Vázquez-Tarrío et al., 2019; Vericat et al., 2020). This method avoids altering natural grain imbrication76

and packing without limitation of tracer size.77

However, mobilised painted grains can be transported over varying distances and may settle on the paint78

side down and/or be subsequently buried, resulting in a low recovery rate. For example, in the context79

of a hydropeaked river generating limited mobility (i.e., intensity and size range) especially emphasizing80

the finest fractions López et al. (2023), the mobility of the latter, difficult to visually detect downstream,81

may be consequently be poorly characterized (size and distance). Furthermore, the number of grains82

found in relation to the number of grains initially painted is not known. Most measurements focus on the83

downstream particles, while a large amount of information from the original spot location is usually not84

exploited, such as the proportion of the bed surface that is stable (immobile) or not (mobile) for each85

grain size fraction. This information is present on the photographs; hence, an analysis based on all the86

grains present in the photos (before and after), not just on the few grains found downstream, would87

greatly increase the number of particles studied and potentially improve the accuracy of deduced trends88

of dynamics.89
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To our knowledge, this information has not been systematically extracted. There is thus the need for an90

automated systematic photographic measurement method that is reproducible and easily implemented91

to quantify fractional stability and mobility (e.g., Peckarsky et al., 2014; Gibbins, 2015; Quinlan et al.,92

2015). Photographs collected frommany different areas of the bed (bar head, low and high bar, secondary93

channels) would then enable examination of the spatial and temporal variability of bed grain stability or94

entrainment and transport by fraction. In addition, new particles deposited on the study surface may be95

included in the analysis of the next hydrological event without having made any additional effort in the96

field other than the acquisition of a new photo. In order to draw on the data set provided by repeated97

photographic acquisition (Cerney, 2010) of patches, we developed a GIS-based method that allow a98

spatial grain-by-grain inter-analysis of the particles present in the two sets of photographs.99

This paper is the second of a pair of papers in which we describe and evaluate this methodological pro-100

cedure. The first paper dealt with the workflow under GIS environment to perform identification and101

characterisation of grains in digital images of gravel river beds, to derive reliable surface Grain Size Dis-102

tributions (GSD). In this second paper, we first describe the workflow to categorize the dynamics of each103

grain, then we present a performance evaluation with a non-optimal photo set corresponding to various104

complex field conditions (limited time available, imperfect photo shooting, partially wet surface due to105

flooding or hydropeak, etc.). Finally, we discuss the application of the method, as well as limitations and106

recommendations to extract the most accurate results. In the course of this article, all the references to107

“Text S”, “Table S”, and “Figure S” followed by a number indicate the location of the element in question108

in the supplementary material section.109
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2 The complete PhotoMOB workflow110

The objective of the PhotoMOB procedure is to compare two photos, of the exact same river bed area,111

acquired before and after a hydrological event (or a succession of events when it is impossible to access112

the area – Figure 1 A. The process consists of two parts: i) the first, the grain detection; only a brief113

description of the identification procedure is given below (for a detailed explanation, the reader is referred114

to companion paper Part 1); ii) the second step, the categorization, allows the classification of each115

particle as mobile or immobile by a spatial grain-by-grain comparison (Figure 1 D).116

2.1 Grains’ detection117

The photos are (i) first filtered with the successive use of a high pass filter and two noise reduction filters118

using GIMP (Team, 2019), an image manipulation program, to improve edges contrast and smooth the119

intra-grain noise. This first step improves the detection of the particles. (ii) Then, the initial filtered120

photo (pre-event) is loaded into ArcGIS© to be manually scaled using the distance between the four121

internal corners of the frame as reference points. A projective transformation is applied. The second122

photo (post-event) is then georeferenced to the first. This alignment is done manually by identifying123

identical points between the two photos. This step should be done as accurately as possible. Again, a124

projective transformation is applied. It is mandatory that the images are well aligned with each other, as125

a slight misalignment may not allow a correct superposition of the grains, which may result in a mobile126

grain classification even in the case of the same grain in the identical position. (iii) The two photos are127

then automatically processed with the PhotoMOB toolbox part 1 to extract the contour of each grain128

as a polygon shapefile (see companion paper, Part 1). (iv) At this stage, if the photos present some129

complexity (e.g., variation of sunlight, partially wet, heterogeneous lithology, partially painted, presence130

of vegetation), it is advisable to check the result of the grain delimitation and edit them manually, if131

necessary, as errors of delimitation are likely to occur. From this image processing it is then possible,132

at each time step, to know the surface GSD of the a and b particle axes as continuous data and not by133

class, the orientation with respect to the north of the photo, as well as the proportion of fine material134

(fine limit defined by the operator).135

2.2 Characterization of grain dynamics136

The second part of the method classifies each detected particle as (i)mobile or (ii) immobile by comparing137

the superposed pre (T0) and post-event (T1) photos on a grain-by-grain basis (Figure 1 D and Figure S1138

C). This is carried out in two steps: (i) calculation of a geometric shape descriptor at pre- and post-event139

times, and (ii) classification of the mobility status.140

2.2.1 Hypothesis and rationale141

Categorization is based on the following hypothesis: if two particles, sharing approximately the same142

𝑥𝑦 coordinate on the two pre- and post- event images, are identical, then they are considered to be143

the same immobile particle i.e., not having been mobilized during the hydrological event. On the other144

hand, if their shapes are relatively different (according to a certain threshold) then they are not the same,145

which may indicate particle mobilization during the hydrological event.146
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Figure 1: Illustration of the entire workflow required to characterize bed surface (see companion paper, Part 1) and sediment dynamics (developed
in this paper). (A) Photo acquisition. (B) Detection of grain and patch characteristics. (C) Possible output after patch surface characterisation.
(D) Characterisation of dynamics and (E) conceptual example of possible output from dynamics characterisation. The rounded black-edged
rectangles in the tables represent the whole on which the proportions are calculated. For example, the 200 fine immobile particles represent
40% of all visible surface particles (E2), 65% of all fine fraction surface particles (E3), and 57% of all immobile particles (E4). The yellow boxes
represent the developed models (i) of dark threshold prediction (companion paper) and (ii) of particle classification (see in text).
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With the classification, from the pre-event time (T0) photo, stable immobile particles can be identified147

that are still in place (still visible), as well as the unstable area formed by the particles that are no longer148

visible on the surface and which correspond either to particles mobilized (eroded) during the event or149

covered by new ones. Similarly, from the post-event photo (T1), stable immobile grains during the event150

(i.e., identical particle between both images) can be identified, and new particles that are now visible on151

the surface either because they were mobilized and deposited in the study area or because they were152

uncovered due to localized erosion of the surface. As such, if the particle is not the same between the153

pre-event (T0) and post-event (T1) photos, then either or both of the particles visible in images T0 and154

T1 were mobilized during the event.155

Of course, the categorization has limitations that the user should keep in mind, concerning our basic156

hypothesis and the classification terminology used (immobile/mobile), which may be wrong in some157

cases. The concept of stability/instability can by more attributed to the description of the sampled surface,158

while the concepts of immobility/mobility to the grain. By clarifying the notion of stability/instability,159

immobility/mobility,Section 5.2 will show that this criticism can be in some way minimised.160

2.2.2 Workflow161

A unique ID is assigned to each grain in the two layers. Then, each pair of superposed particles is162

selected Figure 1 D. For this purpose, the centre of the polygon particle at T1 is marked with a point, still163

containing T1 shape information. Then, to this point layer, is coupled by spatial join, the information of164

the T0 particle polygon layer of which this point is located above. If a T1 particle is not coupled to any T0165

particle, then it is considered to be mobile (newly arrived). At this stage, the analysis consists of a layer166

of points with the attributes of both pre- and post- particles present at the same location. The particles167

are classified according to their relative degree of likeness. The classification of the dynamics status of168

each particle as mobile or immobile is done automatically from a classification model developed over169

ten pairs of 40 x 40 cm photos where 1704 grain pairs were identified, classified, and used to train the170

model (details in Text S.2.2 and Figure S1). The classification tree of dynamics is shown in Figure 2. If171

two paired particles have a difference in area greater than 38%, then they are considered to be different172

(mobile). If not, if the difference in eccentricity is greater than 31%, then they are considered to be173

mobile, otherwise they are identical (immobile).174

From the point layer containing the classification, the dynamics status is returned to both polygon layers175

via an attribute-based join based on the grain identifiers. If no match is found for a particle at T0 then176

it is considered mobile.177

Once the particles have been classified, it is possible to derive different types of information. These178

data can be expressed as the number of grains in the sampled area, i.e., Area-by-number (Abn), or179

in terms of grain area in the sampled area. The latter is equivalent to the Grid-by-number (Gbn) data180

form commonly obtained by the pebble-count method (Wolman, 1954). The reader is invited to refer to181

Figure 1 E and Text S.2.2 for a conceptual example of the data that can be obtained from the photo pair182

analysis.183
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Figure 2: Classification tree of dynamics, developed on 1704 visual grain comparison. (A) Example of
one of the sample patch used to build (B) the decision tree. The two photos were digitised manually and
a visual mobility classification was then carried out on the second photo.

3 Performance assessment184

The goodness of the dynamics characterization is highly dependent on (i) the classification model we185

have developed and (ii) the correct grain boundary delimitation. The objective is to obtain an automated186

classification of all particles as immobile or mobile as it could be done by the eyes of a human operator,187

but much faster. In this section we will present a control data set and quantify the errors on the E1 to188

E5 outputs shown in Figure 1.189

In addition, we also wish to quantify how much of the error is due to the classification model and how190

much is due to boundary errors detection.191

3.1 Control dataset192

The control data-set was obtained from two gravel-bed rivers of the South Central Pyrenees (Cinca and193

Ésera). The sedimentary characteristics of these rivers are detailed in the companion paper (Part 1). Pre-194

and post- image pairs for hydrological events of various magnitudes (natural floods, hydropeaks), and195

different from the training set of the classification model, were selected in order to introduce variability in196

particle lithology, shape, interlocking and mobility degree. All of the control data images were collected197

at similar elevation and with direct sunlight protection. Figure 3 A shows the set of 10 pairs of photos198

taken with direct sunlight protection but with a mixture of photo conditions (painted and unpainted,199

partially wet, partially painted). The pairs of photos T0 and T1 never correspond to the same condition200

and sometimes the paint on the painted patch photos got relatively dissolved which allows the asperities201

of the particles to show through (S4 or S6). It should be noted that these photos are from previous field202

campaigns and were not acquired specifically for developing PhotoMOB.203

For each pair of photo samples (a small view shown in Figure 3 A), an area of interest of 1 m² was204

defined. As shown in the classification model, all particles present within these zones were delimited by205

hand. This represents a total of 15080 particles. Partially buried particles were included where it was206

possible to identify them with certainty between the two photos. The overlapping particles at T1 and207

T0 were listed in a point shapefile. Finally, a single operator visually assigned the status (immobile or208

mobile) to each listed T1 particle. Approximately 7480 visual pairwise comparisons were conducted. If209

the centroid of a particle at T1 was located above more than one T0 polygon, which could occur because210

a convex hull was applied to smooth the contours of the particles, then the T1 particle was deemed to211

be mobile only if it differed from all associated particles in T0.212
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The control data set was therefore acquired with a manual delineation followed by a visual classification.213

The characteristics of the sampled area of the post-surface truncated at 8 mm are presented in Table214

1 while the cumulative GSDs of the pre-surface, post-surface, mobile and immobile are presented in215

Figure 3 B and the frequency distribution per grain fraction in Figure 3 C.216

217

218

219

Figure 3: Control dataset used to test the particle dynamics image-processing procedure, obtained by
manual delimitation and visual classification of each grain. (A) Zoom on a portion of 1m2 squares of
T0 (pre-event) and T1 (post-event) of the ten samples. (B) Cumulative grain size distribution of each
sample in Area-by-number (Abn, first row) and Grid-by-number (Gbn, second row) truncated at 8 mm.
The solid black and grey curves indicate the GSD at T0 and T1 respectively. The dashed red and blue
curves indicate the mobile and immobile GSD respectively. (C) Stacked distribution frequency of mobile
(red area) and immobile (blue area) grains in each grain fraction of size 0.5ψ, based on the classification
obtained with the T1 layer; the black line at the top thus represents the distribution frequency of all
surface grains visible at T1. The first row corresponds to the data in Abn form and the second in Gbn.
(D) Fractional dynamics. Percentage of mobile (red) and immobile (blue) particles number found on the
post-event surface for each grain fraction. The numbers in bold correspond to the number of grains of
each status in each fraction. The black vertical marks indicate the mobile and immobile proportion area
for each fraction. Relative fractional stability in Abn (top) and Gbn (bottom). Stability ratio pi immobile
/Fi as a function of grain fraction. Where pi is the proportion of each size fraction i present in the whole
immobile grain category and Fi is the proportion of each size fraction i in the whole surface bed sediment.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the control samples

a Photographic condition, C1: protected from the sun and fully painted, C2: Protected from the sun and not painted, WET: area partially wet,220

Mix C1C2: protected from the sun and partially painted. b ratio of the D84 for the immobile grain and the bed surface at T1 in Abn. c presentation221

of all grains composing the surface in T1, those identified as immobile and those mobile. d percentiles in Area-by-number and Grid-by-number.222

Grid-by-number extraction from the identified grains follows the method described in Graham et al. (2005b) and in the companion paper223

10
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The 10 samples were classified into 3 groups according to their degree of bed disturbance (see224

(see Table 1). Samples 1 to 3 were classified as having high mobility intensity with a ratio225

𝐷84 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒/𝐷84 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 > 2. There were no or very few particles that remain immobile, with226

mostly large particles making up the immobile group. Samples 4 to 7 were classified as having a227

medium mobility intensity with a ratio of 1.2 < 𝐷84 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒/𝐷84 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 < 2. Finally, samples 8228

to 10 were classified as having low mobility, as few or no mobile particles were identified. The ratio229

𝐷84 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒/𝐷84 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 < 1.2 indicates a surface almost identical to the immobile grains. The sam-230

ples are presented from highest to lowest degree of mobility.231

Figure 3 B shows that some samples, such as S5, S6, S7 and S8, do not have significantly different pre and232

post GSDs (black and grey solid curve Figure 3 B) (p-value of K-S test > 0.05) although surface changes233

have occurred. The distributions are presented as both Abn and Gbn to demonstrate the importance of234

the choice of distribution form. Furthermore, for a given sample, the calculated stable bed proportion235

(blue area in Figure 3 C) is not the same whether one uses the number of immobile grains (Abn) or236

the area covered by immobile grains (Gbn). For example, sample S4 contains 13% of immobile grains237

whereas in terms of surface area covered by immobile grains, the stability is 44% (see Table 1).238

The fractional dynamics of each sample is shown in Figure 3 D. The red horizontal columns represent the239

proportion of the number of mobile grains for each fraction. The immobile proportion is represented by240

the blue columns. The boundary between these two columns thus indicates the distribution of grains as241

mobile or immobile within each fraction. Regardless of the sample and the corresponding intensity, the242

few grains above 128 mm are fully immobile. The vertical black bars indicate the proportion of mobile243

and immobile grains in terms of surface area. These black bars are located at very near the red and blue244

column boundaries (on average 2% difference), because Abn and Gbn distributions are essentially the245

same for fractional mobility since all particles within a narrow grain size class are of the same size.246

Finally, an overview of the relative fractional stability is presented in Figure 3 E. In Abn, this figure shows247

that for high intensity events (S1 to S4) the grains larger than 32 mm are very over-represented in the248

immobile group. The ratio is between 5 and 25. In comparison, grains smaller than 16 mm are very249

under-represented or even absent, indicating they were very mobile. In Gbn, the four high intensity250

samples show grains over-represented only for fractions > 64 mm, with ratios between 1 and 3. This251

figure shows that in Gbn only large fractions can be classified as relatively fully stable, whereas in Abn,252

intermediate size fractions are also considered as relatively fully stable with larger ratios than in Gbn.253

In contrast to fractional stability, relative fractional stability is dependent on the form of the chosen254

distribution (Abn or Gbn).255

11
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3.2 Performance assessment approaches256

To evaluate the performance of PhotoMOB, we applied our classification model to three particle delimita-257

tion procedures.258

(1) The classification model was applied to our manually delineated control data set. The control par-259

ticles and the manual tested particles are exactly the same. This evaluates only performance of the260

classification model, on a different data set from the one used to train the classification model.261

(2) The automatic classification was applied to automatically delineated particles (Part 1 of the toolbox,262

developed in the companion article). The proportion of images occupied by material smaller than 16 mm,263

an input required to run the process fully automatically, was derived from the manual delineation. The264

operator is not expected to know the proportion of material smaller than 16 mm, but must make a visual265

estimate (we were looking for consistency in the delimitation process). Our classification model was then266

applied to these automated delineations. This permits assessing the magnitude of the combined errors267

of the delimitation and the classification model. It should be noted that with automated delineation the268

control particles and the tested particles are not the same. The number of automated detected particles269

differs from the number of control particles by about 20% as already described in the performance270

analysis of the companion paper (Part 1).271

(3) Finally, in order to understand the positive impact that a fast correction of the automated delin-272

eations by an operator could have, a correction of the automated delineation in a maximum time of273

ten minutes for each of the 20 images was performed by a single operator. This correction consisted274

mainly in (i) eliminating the over-segmentation areas by selecting then deleting the incorrect multiple275

small polygons and then redrawing correctly as single polygons, and (ii) fixing under-segmented areas276

by quickly segmenting as many polygons representing clusters of grains as possible within the time limit.277

The classification model was then applied to these reviewed delineations.278

Figure 4 shows an overview of the automated particle delineation results at T0 (before-event) and T1279

(after-event) (columns A and B), as well as the result of applying the classification model to the automated280

delineation at T1, with the photo at T0 in the background (column C). This figure shows the challenge281

of the different image conditions. The slightest error in delineation, if not identical on the two photos282

T0 and T1, will inevitably cause more particles to be classified as mobile. On the S4 sample (first row),283

both photos show partially removed paint and wet areas. The granitic particle in the upper left is present284

in both photos, but in T1 it is poorly delineated, over-segmented (O). This lead to the classification of a285

large number of smallmobile particles which in reality do not exist (M). Sample 6 (second row), shows in286

T1 the paint was almost completely removed, leaving the problematic asperity of some particles, as well287

as partially wet areas (W), respectively creating over- and under-segmentation. Finally, sample S9 (last288

row) shows better photographic conditions, even if in T1 the photo is only partially painted. Nonetheless,289

some particles are united (U). This problem of under-segmentation comes from the fact that the contrast290

of the overlapping particles is not strong enough. During classification, this problem may add a higher291

proportion of mobile particles compared to the control set, mainly in the large fractions. The same figure292

but with the reviewed delimitation is available in Text S.3.2 and Figure S2.293

12
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Figure 4: article delineation results at T0 (A) and T1 (B) by automated image-processing procedure. (C)
Automated particle classification as immobile or mobile based on T1 classification. The image patches
represent approximatively 0.4×0.4 m and show detected particles >8mm. The U labels denote examples
of under-segmentation issues, the O labels denote examples of over-segmentation issues, the label w
denotes examples of wet surface generating under-segmentation leading to non-real large particle and
the label M shows misclassification examples. M1 corresponds to a misclassification as immobile due to
similar shape; M2 corresponds to misclassification of many non-real small particles as mobile; and M3
corresponds to a larger non-real particle misclassified as mobile.
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For the 10 control post-event (T1) distributions, and for the three tested image processing procedures,294

we calculated different variables in Abn and Gbn form:295

(E1) the proportion (%) of bed stability (inversely proportional to bed mobility), , corresponding to output296

E1 in Figure 1 E.297

(E2) the frequency distribution (%) in grain fractions (F8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.3, 64, 90.5, 128, 181) per298

mobility status (Fi Immobile, Fi Mobile), corresponding to output E2 in Figure 1 E and visible in Figure 3 C.299

(E3) for each size fraction, the proportion that was classified as immobile and mobile (Pi Immobile, Pi Mobile),300

corresponding to output E3 in Figure 1 E and in Figure 3 D.301

(E4) the relative stability and mobility ratio for each grain fraction (Ri Immobile, Ri Mobile),corresponding to302

output E4 in Figure 1 E.303

(E5) 15 common percentiles (D5, 10, 16, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 75, 80, 84, 90, 95) of the immobile andmobile grain304

size distribution have been extracted (Di Immobile, Di Mobile), corresponding to output E5 in Figure 1 E. The305

method of the extraction of percentiles in the form Gbn is developed in the companion paper.306

We chose to evaluate the performance using the classification obtained with the post-event layer (T1),307

but it would also have been possible to perform this analysis based on the classification obtained in308

pre-event (T0). This aspect is discussed in 5.2 and 5.3.309

Residuals between control and tested value310

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠 = 𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙

have been calculated for the approaches E1 to E3, error ratios311

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑/𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙

for the E4 approach, and finally the relative residuals312

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠 = (𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙) × 100/𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙

regarding percentile estimates (E5).313

As in the companion paper using the residuals and relative residuals (E1, E2, E3 and E5), four metrics314

were applied to quantify the estimation error over the 10 samples: the root mean square error, the315

irreducible random error, the bias (B), indicating whether the evaluations were on average over- or316

under-estimated, defined as : 𝐵 𝑉 𝑎𝑟 𝑖 = 1
𝑛 ∑(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑖) , where n represents the number of patches317

(10) and the mean absolute error (MAE), corresponding to the reducible error or the error of accuracy, in-318

dicating how far from the correct value are the estimates, given as: 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑉 𝑎𝑟 𝑖 = 1
𝑛 ∑(|𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑖|)).319

For the error ratios concerning the E4 approach, only an average of the error ratios for each of the 10320

grain size fractions is calculated. Finally, the error of the procedures for each approach (E1 to E5) was321

quantified by calculating for each metric its average over all variable elements Var i:322

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠 = 1
𝑛 ∗ ∑(𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖

+ 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠𝐷𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖+1
+ ... + 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠𝐷𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑖+𝑛

)
(1)

323

324

where n represents the number of studied elements (10 for grain fractions and 15 for percentiles).325

The procedure performances in Abn and Gbn for each approach are summarized in Figure 5 . For clarity326

only the average MAE is presented in this paper. The columns (grey, white and black) represent the327

average MAE. The dots indicate the average MAE for each sample intensity group. This is indicative328

of the residuals dispersion of results across groups. Average performance procedure metrics (RMSE, e,329

Bias, MAE) are available Text S.4.330
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Figure 5: Accuracy and precision performance for the three delineation procedures followed by automatic grain classification for each approach
E1 to E5. The performance is presented for each grain category (Surface, Immobile, Mobile) and in the two forms Abn and Gbn. The colour of the
bars corresponds to the delineation procedure (automated, reviewed, manual). The evaluation of the accuracy of the procedures is represented
by the average bed stability error between the 10 samples (E1), the average MAE of all grain fractions between the 10 samples (E2) and between
the 8 samples S2 to S9 (E3), the average of the mean error ratio of all fractions between the 8 samples S2 to S9 (E4), and finally the average of
the relative MAE of all 15 percentiles calculated between the five samples S5 to S9. The assessment of the precision of the procedures is given
by the dispersion of the average MAE (E1, E2, E3, E5) or the average error ratio (E4) between the groups of intensity samples. The shape and
colour of the dots correspond to the three degrees of mobility (high, medium and low).
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When evaluating the average MAE for fractional stability/mobility (E3) and relative fractional stabil-331

ity/mobility (E4) we made the decision to not consider the two extreme samples S1 and S10 presenting332

respectively immobile and mobile Pi proportion equal to zero. Moreover, for the percentile estimate av-333

erage MAE we decided not to consider samples with immobile or mobile particle size distributions with334

less than 100 particles (See Table 1). We have thus considered only the 5 samples S5, S6, S7, S8, S9.335

The reason is that for immobile or mobile fractions containing little or no grains, inclusion or exclusion336

of a single particle from a set results in large outlier residuals when compared to the control set, which337

generates large average percentage errors without reflecting any real trend. However, the behaviour of338

each procedure on all samples (S1 and S10 included) can be seen in the set of Figure 6 to Figure 8 and339

dots of average MAE for each sample intensity group take all samples into account in Figure 5.340

4 Results of performance assessment341

4.1 General bed dynamics342

Figure 6 shows the degree of agreement of the bed proportion of the number (Abn) and area (Gbn) of343

particles classified as immobile (or conversely mobile) per sample, between the control data (manual344

delineation + visual classification) and the three delineation procedures (manual, automated, reviewed)345

followed by the automatic classification. The manual delimitation procedure (Figure 6 A shows good346

agreement for all samples with the control data, for both Abn and Gbn forms. The general MAE taking347

into account the 3 sample groups is 2.6% (Figure 5 E1 black column). The automated procedure presents348

a less good fit (Figure 6 6B). Bed stability is well estimated for high intensity events. However, there349

appears to be a larger scatter for samples with lower degrees of mobility. MAEs are more important in350

Gbn than in Abn, especially for medium intensity events, rising from 17% to 32%. These photos have a351

high complexity, as for example S4 and S6 in Figure 4, causing coarse non-real particles. These non-real352

particles are not present in both paired pictures, so they appear mobile. This is more problematic in Gbn353

because the coarser the particle the more weight it has, whereas in terms of Abn the immobile/mobile354

partition is not weighted by the grain surface. Finally, with the reviewed delineation, the errors for the355

medium and low intensity samples are reduced, in both Gbn and Abn, by more than half. The rapid356

correction of the delineation is obviously localized on the larger polygon’s boundaries i.e., coarser non-357

real particles being the most visible.358

Figure 6: Comparison of the total proportion of grains, in term of number (Abn) and area (Gbn), classified
as immobile (inversely proportional to mobile) for (A) manual, (B) automated and (C) reviewed image-
delimitation processing procedure compared to the control. The reference control grain proportion was
obtained by a manual digitalisation followed by visual classification. The shape and colour of point
correspond to the three mobility degrees (High, Medium Low). Samples taken as examples in @fig-F4
are represented here by black contour. The equality line is shown with a solid bold line. The MAE per
sample group is quoted for each procedure.
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4.2 Distribution per dynamics status359

The frequency distribution prediction errors from the three procedures with the control dataset are pre-360

sented in Figure 7 , and the percentiles estimates, in both Abn and Gbn form, of the three procedures are361

shown in Figure 8. Surface percentile estimates for automated and reviewed procedure at post-event362

times are shown in Figure 8 A. The manual procedure estimate is not presented as the control surface363

and the manual surface were both obtained manually and thus are composed of the same grains. In364

part B is presented the immobile percentile estimates, and in part C, the mobile percentile estimates365

of the three procedures compared to the control data. The red solid line represents the control data366

(manual delineation + visual classification), while the black, grey and white points correspond to the pre-367

dictions obtained via the manual, automated and reviewed delineation procedures respectively followed368

by automatic dynamics classification.369

4.2.1 Identification of surface grains370

The errors in the frequency distribution of the grains within each subset (Fi Immobile and Fi Mobile) are371

firstly conditioned by a correct delineation of all the surface grains. Figure 7 A shows the post-event372

surface frequency residuals of each grain fraction for the two forms Abn and Gbn, taking the whole373

surface sediment as a whole, and Figure 8 A presents percentiles estimation. There appear to be no374

major differences between the group samples (mobility degrees). The better or worse performance in375

reproducing the surface distribution is mostly related to the complexity of the photos.376

In Abn, the automated delineation shows maximum bias of grain frequency of +8% for the particles <377

16 mm. Consequently, the particle size distribution of the surface will then tend to be finer than the378

control due to the presence of small non-real particles at the beginning of the distribution, which shifts379

the distribution towards finer sizes. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 8 A. The first row shows the380

15 percentile estimates extracted in Abn form for the automatic delineation (grey dots) and reviewed381

(white dots) compared to the control set (red solid curve). The grey points tend to lie to the left of382

the solid curve. The automated procedure average MAE of the percentile estimate is 12.3% (Figure 5383

- E5 - Surface -Abn). Eight of the samples have both partially wet and partially painted areas, which384

creates a large heterogeneity in pixel colour. This average MAE indicates similar performance found in385

the companion paper for C3 condition (not protected from the sun and not painted), where the average386

MAE was from 11.2- 14.2%.387

In Gbn (Figure 7 A second row Gbn), the automated procedure reproduces fairly well frequencies until388

64mm, above which there is more scatter and progressively over-estimation by up to 18%. The high389

surface percentiles will therefore be over-estimated. In Figure 8 A-Gbn (second row), the grey points390

of the percentiles above D75 are often positioned to the right of the red control line. The automated391

procedure average MAE of the surface percentile estimate is 14%. This example shows the importance392

of the choice of the form to represent the data. The Abn form is likely to have errors in the first fraction393

while in Gbn the errors seem to be more in the coarse fraction.394

The reviewed delineation reduces the errors. The reviewed procedure average MAE for surface fraction395

frequency for each sample group in Abn or Gbn is less than 1.4% (see Figure 5 E2 - Surface - white396

bar), resulting in a reviewed procedure average MAE for surface percentile estimate of less than 5%, in397

both Abn and Gbn (Figure 5 E5 - Surface - white bar). These errors are similar to those found in the398

companion paper in C1 condition (4.5 to 4.8%).399

4.2.2 Stability/Mobility400

Figure 7 B and C show the residuals of the grain frequency distribution estimations for each grain fraction401

per dynamics status, Fi Immobile and Fi Mobile, concerning the three delineation procedures, while Figure 8402

B and D present immobile and mobile percentiles estimates.403
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Figure 7: (A) Distribution of the 100 relative post-event surface frequency estimation residuals for the
automated and reviewed delineation procedure (10 samples per 10 grain size fractions). (B) Distribution
of the immobile andmobile (C) Frequency estimation residuals for themanual, automated, and reviewed
delineation procedures. The residuals are shown for the forms Abn and Gbn. The shape and colour of
point correspond to the three mobility degrees (High, Medium and Low). The bias (mean error across
10 residuals) along grain fraction (%) is shown with the bold black curve.
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Figure 8: Performance evaluation of the extracted 15 percentile estimates in Abn and Gbn. The 15 points representing the percentile estimates
are connected by lines, but the information presented here is not the cumulative distribution frequency. Therefore, the last point at the end of
the lines in Abn and Gbn does not correspond to the same size on the x-axis. The last point corresponds to the D95 and not the Dmax (100 %).
(A) Surface visible grain percentiles estimates for automated (grey dots) and reviewed (white dots) delineation procedures compared to control
data (red solid line). Data in Abn (top) and Gbn (bottom). (B) Immobile and mobile (C) grain percentiles estimates for manual (black dots),
automated (grey dots), and reviewed (white dots) delineation procedures compared to control data (red solid line). Data in Abn (top) and Gbn
(bottom)
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4.2.2.1 Manual procedure performance It should be remembered that in the manual procedure404

(manual delineation + automatic classification) it is exactly the same grains that are being compared405

with the control set since this one was obtained via manual delineation + visual classification. Conse-406

quently, errors are solely due to the classification model. The immobile and mobile frequency estimation407

residuals in Abn and Gbn are between 2.5 and -2.5% (Figure 7 B and C - Manual). The samples with the408

highest error are the ‘highest mobility’ samples (S1 to S4). These samples are composed of between409

87% and 100% newly deposited mobile particles. Sometimes a new particle is deposited in a location410

where previously a particle had a similar shape and size although it is not the same. Unfortunately,411

the difference in area and shape is too small to be considered as different (i.e., mobile), and they are412

therefore misclassified as immobile. The residuals of the other group samples (medium and low) are413

lower because there is less turnover of particles and therefore the error due to similar shape is less likely414

to occur. On the other hand, immobile particles are only rarely misclassified as mobile in the manual415

delineation.416

4.2.2.1.1 Immobile Distribution Percentiles from the manual delineation procedure are under-417

estimated for high intensity events. In Figure 8 B - Abn, for samples S1 to S3, the black points are418

shifted to the left compared to the continuous solid red line (control data). This is because there are419

very few immobile particles in these control samples (between 0 and 13%, Table 1 and Figure 3 C Abn420

blue area) and they are often of relatively large size; however, the procedure will identify small immobile421

particles in fractions between 8 mm and 32 mm due to similar shape, so the immobile GSD will be refined422

by adding fines at the beginning of the distribution. The manual procedure average MAE of immobile423

percentile estimates (visible in Figure 5 E5 Immobile - black bar) for the high intensity samples is 30%424

while for medium and low intensity samples it is 1.4-3%.425

In Gbn, the maximal 2.5% of over-estimation and under-estimation is more likely to be in the interme-426

diate fraction between 22 mm and 64 mm instead of 8 mm to 32 mm as for Abn. The distributions of427

high intensity events will be less impacted than in Abn from the beginning of the distribution. In Figure 8428

B-Gbn, Sample S1 to S3, the black points are much closer to the solid red curve in Gbn than in Abn. The429

manual procedure average MAE immobile percentile estimate for high intensity samples in Gbn is 11.5%430

(two and a half times less than in Abn) while for medium and low intensity samples it is from 0.4-1.3%.431

4.2.2.1.2 Mobile distribution On the other hand, the estimation of the manual procedure mobile432

percentiles associated to high intensity events will not be affected by large errors because the 2.5%433

under-estimation for mobile grains between 8 and 32 mm or between 22 to 64 mm has little influence434

on a grain set composed almost exclusively of mobile grains (See Figure 3 C-Abn red area, S1 to S4).435

There is no strong disparity between the samples subject to different intensity. In Figure 8 C - Abn and436

Gbn, the black points are relatively close to the red solid line. The mobile percentiles are estimated with437

a manual average MAE of 1.5% in Abn, and of 2.5% in Gbn.438

4.2.2.2 Automatic and reviewed procedure performance439

4.2.2.2.1 Immobile In Abn, the automated delimitation procedure shows disparity between the mo-440

bility intensity groups. At lower intensity there is under-estimation of fine immobile particles because441

poor particle delineation will often lead to the classification of non-real particles as mobile. This problem442

therefore affects medium to low intensity events in a progressive manner. The reviewed delineation443

shows the same pattern (Figure 7 B - Reviewed - Abn) for the fine fraction, but with lower bias. Immo-444

bile percentile estimate for medium and low intensity events will tend to be slightly over-estimated as445

the absence of fine particles results in a GSD containing fewer fine fractions, and will shift the start of446

the distribution towards coarser sizes. However, the high intensity samples show the same error as the447

manual procedure (see Figure 8 B, Abn, grey and white points). Sometimes small, immobile grains are448

detected due to very similar shapes. The distribution is deviated from the beginning towards finer sizes.449
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In Gbn, under- or over-estimation of frequencies affects coarser grain size classes than in Abn. The450

percentile estimate will be biased, but only from high percentiles. This time, the reviewed delineation451

reduces the bias and there is less disparity between the sample groups. The reviewed distribution in452

Gbn has more reliable immobile percentiles estimation than the automated delineation and also than the453

reviewed delineation in Abn. In Figure 5 E5 - Immobile - Abn, the white column (reviewed delineation454

procedure) shows an average MAE of almost 14% while the automated delineation shows a lower average455

MAE of only 7.5%. In Gbn, the MAE for the reviewed delineation decreases to 8.7%, and is similar for the456

3 groups of samples. There was insufficient time in the rapid 10 min review correction to deal with small457

particles, while in Abn it is their presence that controls the GSD. They are present in greater numbers458

than the coarser particles (see Figure 3 C). The frequency of the fine immobile fractions up to 16 mm are459

under-estimated causing a coarser estimate of the beginning of the distribution, then due to the boundary460

correction process splitting the coarse union of non-real intermediate and coarse grains, the rest of the461

distribution is less under-estimated, so the whole distribution is shifted towards the coarse sizes. The462

white points in Figure 8 B, Abn are positioned to the right of the red curve for samples S4, and S6 to S10,463

while in Gbn these are more superposed to the solid red control curve. The automated delineation, due to464

an under-estimation of the fine fraction, will also present a relatively coarse beginning of the cumulative465

distribution, but as the other fractions are still under-estimated, there will be less over-estimation of the466

percentile sizes.467

4.2.2.2.2 Mobile In Abn, the estimation of mobile grain frequencies with automated delineation468

shows disparity between the sample groups (Figure 7 C - Automated - Abn). The lower the intensity, the469

higher the over-estimation of the grain frequency as mobile for grains < 11 mm. In addition to poor par-470

ticle delineation creating directly mobile classification, if there is a misalignment of the two photos, then471

the small grains in T1 will not necessarily be superimposed on the same immobile small grain present in472

T0, and will be classified as mobile. The small grains are therefore more likely to experience this prob-473

lem. The larger the grain size, the less important the image shift is, as the immobile grains always have474

some portion of the surface overlapping, allowing the centroid of the reference layer (T1) to be located475

in the polygon of the compared layer (T0). The reviewed delineation does not seem to have completely476

reduced this phenomenon affecting the finest grains. As already mentioned, the review focuses on the477

coarse grains first. The first percentiles would tend to be under-estimated due to the addition of small478

non-real mobile particles at the beginning of the distribution.479

In Gbn, the automated delineation (Figure 7 C - Automated - Gbn) shows increasingly over-estimated480

mobility with increasing grain size up to 17%. The reviewed procedure (Figure 7 D - Reviewed - Gbn)481

seems to allow a better estimation of the distribution frequencies. The mobile percentile derived from482

the fully automated procedure will be highly over-estimated. In Figure 8 C - Gbn, grey dots are strongly483

shifted to the right, to larger sizes, as the intensity of the event decreases (from S1 to S10). The reviewed484

delineation correction, focusing on the coarse particles to be segmented, strongly reduces these over-485

estimates (white dots). The reviewed delineation procedure reduces the average MAE of the automated486

delineation from 93% to 29%.487

Finally, Figure 8 B shows that all three procedures detected immobile particles for sample S1, whereas in488

the control set, 100% of the grains aremobile. For the three procedures, the non-real immobile grains in489

question represent between 4 and 5% of the total grain number, with size ranging from 11 to 93 mm and490

with median size of 25 mm. Opposite, Figure 8 C, sample S10, shows that the automated and reviewed491

procedures detected mobile grains, whereas in the control set 100% of the grains were immobile. This492

time the non-real mobile grains represent between 18 and 38% of the total grain number, a wider range493

of sizes (8 to 74mm (reviewed) and to 128mm (automated) with a finer median size of 10 mm. The494

misclassification seems to have involved a lot of small grains, probably due to image misalignment but495

also a wide range of grain sizes. In Gbn just some few coarse non-real and associated misclassified grains496

will have a lot of influence creating a very coarse mobile distribution when no grain is really moving.497
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To recap, the error in estimating the frequencies of each grain size fraction varies from 0.2-0.3% for498

manual delineation, from 1-1.5% for reviewed delineation and from 2-5% for automated delineation.499

The error on the estimation of percentiles is greater due to the accumulation of frequency errors and500

varies depending on the form of the distribution and the intensity of the event. In Abn the error on501

percentile estimate will be higher for the low percentiles and decrease for high percentiles. Meanwhile,502

Gbn will have more error on the high percentiles. The average MAE (corresponding to the D50 percentile503

MAE) varies from 0.9-2.7% for the manual procedure (all percentiles are evaluated with a MAE below504

10%), from 7.3-29% for the reviewed procedure and from 7.4% to 93% for the automated delimitation.505

Finally, there are less errors when estimating immobile grain-size distributions (i.e., stable parts of the506

bed) than mobile ones.507

4.3 Fractional dynamics508

The fractional stability corresponds, for a given fraction, to the proportion of grains or surface area that509

remains immobile and, complementarily, the fractional mobility corresponds to the mobile proportion.510

The grains of the given fraction have similar surface areas, so the mobile and immobile proportions are511

almost identical to those calculated in terms of the number of grains (Abn). As the fractional study512

only focuses on each individual grain fraction, the estimates of the immobile proportion and mobile513

proportion are inversely proportional. In Figure 5 E3, for each procedure, the average error is almost514

identical between the Abn or Gbn forms and between fractionalmobility or immobility. The predictions of515

the three procedures are shown only in Abn in Figure 9 A. The red solid line represents the control data.516

It corresponds to the boundary of the red and blue columns from Figure 3 D, while the black, grey and517

white points correspond to the predictions obtained via the manual, automatic and reviewed procedures518

respectively.519

4.3.1 Manual procedure performances (classification model only)520

The average MAEof the manual procedure for low and medium intensity samples is 1.3% (Figure 5 E3521

Immobile – Abn). The black dots in Figure 9 A for samples S4 to S10 are almost perfectly superimposed522

on the continuous control curve. In contrast, the high intensity samples show an under-estimation of the523

mobile proportion and conversely an over-estimation of the immobile proportion. The black points are524

shifted to the right of the red reference curve. The average MAE for this group is of 8.7%. The reason525

for this is the same as mentioned before i.e., newly deposited particles may be of similar shape to those526

present before the event, leading to a classification as immobile instead of mobile. The average MAE of527

the manual procedure is 2.3%.528
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2023Figure 9: (A) Fractional mobility/immobility proportion estimate in Abn for manual (black dots), automated (grey dots) and reviewed (white
dots), delineation procedure compared to control data (red solid line). The red solid line corresponds to the boundary of the red and blue columns
from Figure 3 D. Data are only in Abn due to similarity with Gbn. (B) Relative fractional stability (immobility) ratio estimates and (C) relative
fractional mobility (instability) ratio estimates. Where, pi Immobile is the proportion of each size fraction i present in the whole immobile surface
grain category and pi Mobile in the wholemobile surface grain category, Fi is the proportion of each size fraction i in the whole surface bed sediment.
Data in Abn (top) and Gbn (bottom).
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4.3.2 Automated and reviewed performance529

With automated delineation (Figure 9 A - grey dots), the mobile proportions of low and medium intensity530

samples are over-estimated. The grey points are shifted to the right with respect to the red solid reference531

curve. This phenomenon is more important for grain fractions above 45 mm. The very large errors in532

the coarse fractions do not accurately reflect the true amount of error. Very few particles are present533

in the coarse fractions (see Table 1 or Figure 3 D), so the presence or absence of a single grain yields534

very large errors. Mobile over-estimation of coarse grains is explained by the coarse non-real particles’535

identification. If these delineation errors are not the same between the two images, very coarse polygons536

may be superimposed on smaller real particles in the other image. This has the effect of artificially537

increasing the number of mobile coarse and intermediate grains. For high mobility intensity samples,538

it is the opposite, the mobile particles proportions are under-estimated. As mentioned above, these539

samples contain very few immobile particles i.e., the appearance of a particle misclassified as immobile540

rapidly increases the percentage of errors. Furthermore, the large number of new particles increases the541

probability in which new and old particles have similar shapes although they are not actually the same542

particles. The automated procedure average MAE over all samples is 20.3%.543

The reviewed procedure shows the same patterns (e.g., over-estimation ofmobile proportion for low and544

medium intensity events and under-estimation of high intensity events) but with lower residuals (smaller545

distance between red curve and white dots). The coarser fractions no longer show errors, thanks to the546

boundary correction mainly made on the most visible large grains. The reviewed procedure average MAE547

is 8%.548

Once again, grains are consideredmobile in sample S10, whereas the control set does not show any. The549

error decreases with increasing grain size. With the revised delineation, up to 25% of the small grains550

are considered mobile. This finding is discussed later in the text.551

4.4 Relative fractional dynamics552

The relative stability (or mobility) ratio corresponds, for a given fraction, to the proportion that this553

fraction represents in all the immobile (or mobile) grains, divided by the proportion that this fraction554

represents in all the grains forming the surface (immobile + mobile). If the ratio is equal to or greater555

than 1, the grain fraction is considered fully stable (or fully mobile) while when the ratio is less than556

1 the fraction is considered partially stable (or partially mobile). The predictions, in both Abn and Gbn557

form, of the three procedures are shown in Figure 9 B for relative bed stability (immobility) and Figure 9558

C for relative bed mobility. Again, the red solid line represents the control data (manual delineation +559

visual classification), while the black, grey and white points correspond to the predictions obtained via560

the manual, automated and reviewed procedures respectively.561

4.4.1 Relative stability ratio562

The three procedures, manual, automated and reviewed, show the same patterns in Abn and Gbn (Fig-563

ure 9 B) and performances (Figure 5 – E4 – Immobile). The high intensity samples are the least well564

estimated. The fine fractions are estimated to be more stable than in the control set (dots higher than565

control curve), while the coarse fractions are estimated to be less stable than in the control set (dots566

lower than control line). In Gbn, deviation from the control set shows the same pattern as in AbN but567

with a higher deviation from the control curve (dots are more distant from the control line than in Abn).568

It should be noted that despite the difference in ratios compared to the control set, the classification as569

partially immobile (<1) and fully immobile (≥1) is still good. The manual procedure provided a correct570

stability categorization (full/partial) in Abn in 91% of the relative grain fraction stability estimates, and571

94% in Gbn. The automated procedure provided a correct stability categorization (full/partial) in Abn of572

84% and 77% in Gbn. The reviewed procedure provided a good stability categorization (full/partial) in573

Abn of 88% and 87% in Gbn.574
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4.4.2 Relative mobility ratio575

Unlike the immobility ratio, the mobility ratio performance estimates are variable across the three pro-576

cedures but each procedure produces similar performance in either Abn or Gbn (Figure 5 – E4 – Mobile,577

Abn and Gbn area almost identical). The manual procedure worked well: the black dots in Figure 9 C are578

almost perfectly aligned with the control curve, and the manual procedure provided a correct mobility579

categorization (full/partial) in 91% of the relative grain fraction mobility estimates in Abn and 93% in580

Gbn. The automated and reviewed procedures showed good estimates in both Abn and Gbn for high581

intensity events (grey and white dots close to control line for S1 to S4). In contrast, for the medium582

intensity events, the small fractions are considered relatively less mobile (grey points below the control583

curve) while the larger fractions are considered relatively more mobile (grey points above the control584

curve). The reviewed procedure (white points) shows less difference with the control curve. Overall, the585

automated procedure provided a correct mobility categorization (full/partial) in 82% of the relative grain586

mobility estimates in Abn and 75% in Gbn, while the reviewed procedure provided a correct mobility587

categorization (full/partial) in 88% in Abn and 87% in Gbn.588

5 Discussion589

5.1 Performance limitation and recommendation590

5.1.1 Manual procedure591

Themanual delineation + automatic classification, assessing only classification error, yielded good perfor-592

mances compared to the control dataset for all approaches E1 to E5. The MAE averages (for approaches593

E1, E2, E3 and E5) are between 0.2 and 2.5%. Other metrics are given in supplementary material Table594

S1 to Table ??. Whether the data are expressed as Abn or Gbn, the performances are similar.595

The surface area and eccentricity shape likeness thresholds have been set in PhotoMOB based on a596

trained data set, but can be user-defined. If the PhotoMOB procedure is to be used on another river,597

it may be possible to carry out two or three pairs of control photos (with manual delineation + visual598

classification) in order to establish whether the automatic classification model we provide is capable of599

providing similarly acceptable results with respect to a new control set.600

It should be noted that the analysis developed in this paper does not provide information on the possible601

differences between what the operator can measure by the photographic method and the actual or real602

stability/mobility. An experiment in a controlled environment would be required to obtain a real dataset.603

Here, the control dataset was elaborated with what was visible from the photo, i.e., it is a visual photo604

interpretation, the best that can be expected from the photographic method.605

5.1.2 Automatic procedure606

The fully automated procedure (automated delineation followed by automatic classification) represents607

the total error of the procedure in achieving correct grain segmentation and classification. The MAE aver-608

ages for the approaches E1, E2, E3 and E5 are between 2 and 93%. There is a disparity in performance609

between the different samples (error of precision) and errors are always greater in the Gbn form, with610

high impact from large polygons unifying several grains. It should be noted that the photo pairs used in611

this study (see Figure 3 A -post) were not optimal and came from a set of old photos not acquired for612

this particular analysis. For instance, PhotoMOB has not been developed to perform on partially painted613

or partially wetted photos creating areas of differing brightness and colours within a photo. A partially614

painted photo has the same order of magnitude of error as a photo not protected from direct sunlight615

(see companion paper for further details on this).616
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As already discussed in the companion paper, two solutions can drastically improve automated grain617

delineation, and therefore the subsequent revision effort: (1) Before photographing the square at post-618

event time, it can be advisable to paint the area again so that both photos are painted. The aim is to619

reduce the complexity of the photo, i.e., to reduce the details of the image to only grain boundaries. (2)620

In the near future we plan to implement the new open-source software library ImageGrains (Mair et al.,621

2023) in the PhotoMOB workflow. An example of the performance of the application of this new library on622

our photos is available in the supplementary materiel of the companion paper. For the moment, this new623

algorithm has not been trained on partially painted photos, but we have a dataset to do so. This would624

further facilitate the protocol we are proposing. However, despite adequate paint and/or implementation625

of this new grain segmentation algorithm, some error will inevitably remain.626

5.1.3 Reviewed procedure627

The reviewed procedure (automated delimitation corrected in 10 minutes followed by boundary revision628

+ automatic classification), shows average MAEs for E1, E2, E3 and E5 between 1 and 29%. Other per-629

formance metrics are given in supplementary material from Table S1 to Table ??. A 10-minute correction630

per photo greatly reduce the errors. The performance gains (compared to the fully automated procedure631

i.e., white vs grey columns Figure 5) are stronger in the Gbn form. Errors are reduced by 60% in Gbn632

and by 30% in Abn. There is a disparity in performance between different intensity groups. Due to small633

sample sizes, there were exceptionally large percentage errors on fractions with small numbers of parti-634

cles, such as the percentage of immobile particles in high intensity samples. This had a strong impact on635

the average error shown in Figure 5. In reality, these classification errors concern only a few grains. In636

order to solve this problem, after the automatic classification of the grains, the user can symbolize with637

a certain colour the few grains classified as immobile as in Figure 10. In this way, the user can quickly638

walk around the image and locate these particles and change the attribute field from immobile to mobile.639

The inverse mobile/immobile way can be applied to low mobility intensity samples.640

641

Figure 10 shows samples S1 and S10 with the two pre- and post- photos in transparency on top of each642

other, where 6 types of errors are pointed out. Recommended strategies during the boundary revision643

to reduce the 6 errors are available in Text S.5.1.3.644

Figure 10: Example of misclassification of grains (A) Error due to the classification model giving immobile
particles (1: similarity threshold too large and maybe not enough shape descriptor used). (B) Misclassi-
fication due to automated boundary and revision delineation giving mobile particle (2: small grain found
only in a single layer, 3: relatively small grain identified with slightly different shapes between the two
photos, 4: grain modified by user only in one of the two layers, 5: user forgets to redraw a grain in one
of the two layers. (C) Misclassification due to photo misalignment (6: the centroid of the small grain in
T1 is not superimposed on the grain in T0 although they are indeed the same). This photo alignment is
not the one reported in this study, it is just an example to show the effect of a bad alignment.
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However, respecting the best practices during photo collection phase i.e., (i) painting the square before645

each shot, (ii) protecting the area to be photographed from direct sunlight, (iii) taking the photos as646

perpendicular to the ground as possible, contributes to an easier, faster and good photo alignment and647

allows PhotoMOB to generate quite good automatic delimitation, thus reducing the effort of boundary648

correction afterwards. Moreover, correcting the pre and post polygon layers simultaneously, rather than649

10 minutes one after the other, could further reduce errors thanks to consistent shape correction between650

the two layers.651

Organizing data, applying filters in GIMP, scaling, aligning the photos, applying the PhotoMOB toolbox part652

1, correcting the grain boundaries, applying the PhotoMOB toolbox part 2, equates to 1-hour desk work653

per set of paired photos. The objective of the PhotoMOB procedure is to automate all of the individual654

subsequent steps that an operator would have to perform to produce grain delineation and classification in655

a GIS. Part 1 of PhotoMOB described in the companion paper corresponds to the automation of more than656

260 successive actions, while Part 2 presented in this paper corresponds to the automation of more than657

100 successive actions. The processing of two photos automated by the PhotoMOB toolbox to quantify658

the dynamics represents more than 620 successive actions. These actions should be repeated for each659

pair of photos per event. The realisation of this procedure in GIS allows the user to control all processes660

and to check the quality of the results and make corrections. Finally, we believe that implementing the661

ImageGrains (Mair et al., 2023) algorithm would reduce the processing time for both pre- and post-event662

images to well under an hour and perhaps even eliminate the need to paint the patches (see example in663

companion paper, Part 1).664

5.2 Immobility, Stability, Mobility, and Instability665

The stability of the bed corresponds to the undisturbed, unchanged area. That is, the area that does666

not exhibit deposition or erosion as a result of a hydrological event. Once the immobile grains have667

been identified, the proportion of the stable zone and the distribution frequency of its immobile grain668

fractions can be determined. The concept of stability/instability is more attributed to the description of669

the sampled surface, while the concepts of immobility/mobility are attributable to the grain. Care must670

be taken because with the method we are describing, subtle difference between stability and immobility671

may exist. It can happen that a particle is considered immobile while the area is unstable.672

Let’s take the example of Figure 11 A. The hydrological event caused entrainment of four small particles673

present in T0, which have therefore become part of the bedload, and the appearance of a new relatively674

large particle in T1 (classified as mobile). In terms of stability (grey area) and instability (red area), the675

classification of the pre- and post-event layers are valid, both layers show instability at this location. But676

looking at the competence of the flow and understanding what (size) grains are mobile and immobile,677

then there is a problem. The large particle was slightly visible at T0, so it could be considered as part of678

the surface sediment. It was not part of the bedload and deposited, but appeared due to bed scour.679

Assuming that the automated delineation will be corrected by the operator, two situations are possible.680

In the first one, the coarse grain could only be delineated in the post-event layer (T1). The result will681

be a classification as mobile, which is “false”. In the second case, the operator might want to make this682

large particle also appear in the pre-event layer since it is guessable in T0 and perfectly visible in T1. In683

this case, this grain will end up classified as immobile, which is “true”. In both cases, it is problematic to684

rely on the post-event layer (T1).685
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Figure 11: Sketch illustrating probable misjudgements of grain dynamics. (A) In the context of low sediment supply, grains newly appearing in
T1 due to surface erosion are classified as mobile. The use of the T0 layer classification is recommended for analysing the sediment dynamics.
(B) In a context of significant sediment supply, grains previously apparent in T0 can be classified as mobile, although it is not certain that they
have been transported, perhaps simply covered. The use of the T1 classification is recommended to analyse the sedimentary dynamics.
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In the first case, the large grain is classified as mobile, which is not true. It will strongly influence the686

GSD of the mobile grains (which can be used as a proxy for the GSD of the bedload). This will lead687

to a strong over-estimation of the size of the high mobile percentiles, even more so if the results are688

expressed as Gbn. This is one of the factors that explains the highest error in the reviewed procedure689

for the Gbn form (white dots in Figure 7 C and white columns in Figure 5 E5). In the second case, it will690

be classified as immobile (grey instead of red), which is the “reality”. But this will lead to the area being691

considered as stable (undisturbed), which is not true since some grains were eroded.692

In the context of low sediment supply, whether from the point of view of stability/instability or immobil-693

ity/mobility, it would be preferable not to draw the large particle at T0 and to rely on the classification694

obtained with this pre-event layer (T0) since it does not seem to present any problem. The four small695

grains are well mobile and contribute to bedload, while represent an unstable surface.696

In the context of a greater sediment transport rate, schematically represented in Figure 11 B, other697

subtleties appear. The five small particles present in T0 are no longer visible in T1. Whether one relies698

on the classification of the pre- or post-event layer, the area is considered unstable, which is “true”. On699

the other hand, it is not certain whether the five small particles in T0 were mobile as part of the bedload,700

or that they remained immobile and were covered by new ones. In T1, however, the new visible grains701

are likely to have been part of the bedload, and to have been deposited here. In the context of significant702

sediment supply, it will be necessary to rely on the classification obtained from the post-event layer (T1)703

to quantify both stability/instability and immobility/mobility correctly.704

5.3 Use of data705

In order to study the sediment dynamics as quickly and reliably as possible, the procedure to be fol-706

lowed and the recommendations listed here and in the rest of this paper are summarized in Figure 12.707

The processing of the images with the GIS toolbox PhotoMOB part 1 and 2 generates a shapefile with708

information for each grain, in pre- and post-event, of its shape characteristics (area, perimeter, a-axis,709

b-axis, orientation, rectangularity, eccentricity, roundness, compactness) as well as its classification710

(immobile/mobile). The attribute table of these layers is also saved in text format. A web or desktop711

application based on R language and shiny package (R Core Team, 2022; Chang et al., 2023) , called712

PhotoMOB Extractor, has been developed to analyse the data from the text files and to allow the user713

to quickly and easily obtain the outputs mentioned in Figure 1 (C1, C2, C4, E1, E2, E3, E4, E5) in both714

Abn and Gbn form. Depending on the objectives of the study for which the photographic method can be715

used and the data with which it can be coupled, either the Abn or Gbn form may be preferable.716

From a stability/instability point of view, perhaps more related to ecological studies, it will probably be717

preferable to think in terms of stable or unstable surfaces and therefore use the Gbn form. From a718

sediment transport dynamics point of view, both forms seem to be useful, the choice will depend on the719

objectives sought. However, it seems that the Abn form is adequate if the photographic observations are720

to be linked to mobility or travel distance observation of tracer grains from a pre-defined (painted) patch721

area. This is because the tracer particles available to be entrained and thus subsequently traced are pre-722

selected as all surface particles within a pre-defined area. On the other hand, if the dynamics observed723

via photographs are to be related to other data such as pebble counts, bulk samples, bedload samples724

obtained by in situ sampling, then the Gbn form would be the most appropriate. Moreover, percentile725

values may be used in sediment transport equation that have been generally established using Gbn data726

measured by square holes. In case the compared Gbn data are coming from square holes binned b-axis727

measurement (template, sieve), the apparent continuous b’-axis value obtained by the photographic728

method should be converted based on the flatness of the grains of the studied river (see details in729

companion paper Part 1).730
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Figure 12: Illustration of the successive stages and recommendations required to extract grain size and
dynamics data from photographic method. The yellow boxes represent the automated steps developed
in the pair of paper.
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6 Concluding remarks731

The performance analysis of PhotoMOB to characterise particle dynamics in gravel bed rivers shows an732

acceptable agreement with the control data set. The classification error (mean absolute error) due only733

to the classification model on perfectly delineated particles (manual procedure) is less than 3% for all734

the outputs examined. The reviewed procedure (automated delineation manually revised in 10 min +735

automated classification) gives a general bed and fractional grain dynamics (stability/mobility) estimates736

with a mean absolute error of around 8% in both Area-by-number and Grid-by-number GSD form. The737

relative fractional dynamic as partial or full is well estimated at 87-88% (Abn-Gbn). Mobile and immobile738

percentiles are estimated with MAE ranging between 13.7 - 7.3% in Abn and between 8.5 and 28.7% in739

Gbn.740

The photographic method we present has several advantages:741

(1) It provides information on bed mobility as well as bed stability. The latter is generally not covered742

by other methods.743

(2) The data extracted from the photos can be compared with other existing studies thanks to the744

availability of the data in Gbn form. However, it is important to ensure a large enough sampled area and745

use b-axis size adequate conversion, based on the average grain flatness, in order to compare data from746

photos and data from measurements using square holes’ template or sieves.747

(3) If the sampled surfaces are large enough to represent the entire grain-size distribution, even the748

coarsest fractions, then it will be possible to correctly assess the fractional dynamics of coarse fraction749

and the maximum mobile diameters. Moreover, repeated photographic observations of the same area750

for hydrological events of different intensity can allow the development of mobility models for each grain751

size fraction. For a given fraction, the incipient motion threshold can be determined when a hydrological752

event generates a given minimum mobile proportion of the grains in that fraction. Whereas the full753

mobility threshold can be determined when an event causes 100 % of the mobile grain of that fraction754

or its relative mobility ratio is ≥ 1.755

(4) After 1-hour processing (single operator), a lot of information is available (output Figure 1 C and E1).756

This is faster than the pebble count method (Wolman, 1954), which requires two operators to work at757

least one hour two different days to just get surface GSD. The estimation of themobile proportion of each758

grain fraction is faster and more reliable than the time effort to search for mobile grains downstream of759

a painted patch by two operators having to locate and measure all visible grains, where often the return760

rate is very low.761

(5) PhotoMOB can be coupled with other types of observations and measurements (painted tracer, pebble762

count, sediment traps, pit tags) to compensate some of their limitations.763

(6) Obtaining the correct categorization of grains can be improved by implementing new algorithms for764

better grain segmentation.765

(7) The protocol is flexible as the grain boundary can be easily corrected and the grain classification too.766

The user is therefore free to analyse the texture and dynamics of all the grains or to select and create767

subsets of the grains in the study area and extract their characteristics by group.768

Following the steps developed in this pair of papers and the recommendations summarised in Figure 1769

and Figure 12, PhotoMOB provides an aid to the observation and analysis of sediment dynamics, in a770

consistent manner, across time and space at the scale of the grain and morphological unit.771
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Code availability772

The processing of the images with the ArcGIS desktop toolbox PhotoMOB part 1 and 2 generates shape-773

file with for each grain, in pre- and post-event, its shape characteristics (area, perimeter, a-axis, b-axis,774

orientation, rectangularity, eccentricity, roundness, compactness) as well as its classification (immo-775

bile/mobile). The attribute table of these layers is also saved in text format. A web and desktop applica-776

tion based on R language and shiny package (R Core Team, 2022; Chang et al., 2023), called PhotoMOB777

Extractor, has been developed to analyse the data from the text files and to allow the user to quickly778

and easily obtain the outputs mentioned in Figure 1 (C1, C2, C4, E1, E2, E3, E4, E5) in both AbN and779

GbN form. The actual and future version of the PhotoMOB toolbox as well as the PhotoMOB Extractor780

App are available with documentation at https://shiny.fannyville.com/PhotoMOB_Tool.html. The toolbox781

is currently only available for ArcGIS desktop, but will be soon converted to ArcGIS Pro and, additionally,782

our intention is to convert to the open source QGIS.783
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S SUPPORTING INFORMATION930

Note

Supporting Information for:

PhotoMOB: Automated GIS method for estimation of fractional grain dynamics in gravel
bed rivers.

Part 2 : Bed stability and fractional mobility

Contents of this file:

This document provides supplementary material. It is structured using the same headings
as the main article to help readers find what they are interested in reading more about. Title
followed by the word “none” indicate that no supplementary information is provided for that section.

931

S.1 Introduction932

Bed mobility can be assessed by direct methods such as the Helley Smith sampler, Helley and Smith933

(1971) and sediment traps, Bunte and Abt (2001) , and indirect approaches as for instance tracers934

(Church and Hassan, 2002; Hassan and Ergenzinger, 2003; Vázquez-Tarrío and Batalla, 2019) and935

those based on visual estimation (moss, algae’s development, (Pfankuch, 1975)) and on organism den-936

sity changes (Schwendel, 2012). All these methods or approaches have limitations in terms of applica-937

bility, ease of implementation or accuracy. One inexpensive method, is the use of a painted bed area938

(i.e. painted tracers, see summary in Hassan and Roy (2016)). A representative area of the bed is painted939

and then usually photographed to identify each grain and derive the pre-event surface GSD using auto-940

mated tools such as Sedimetrics Digital Gravelometer© (Graham (2005a, 2005b)) or Basegrain (Detert941

and Weitbrecht, 2013). Following a hydrological event, the entrained painted grains can be located down-942

stream and transport distances measured. This method avoids altering natural grain imbrication without943

limitation of tracer size. However, the majority of measurements generally focus on the downstream944

particles, while a large amount of information from the original spot location has not been exploited, such945

as the proportion of the bed surface that is stable (immobile) for each grain size fraction. It should be946

noted that in only few studies (e.g., Vericat et al., 2008; Mao and Surian, 2010; Mao et al., 2017), the947

overall proportion of the bed surface that remained stable has been estimated, either visually by changes948

in painted surface between two photos or by analysing the proportion of pixels that still have paint in949

a post-event photo. This technique yields the proportion of the sampled bed area that has remained950

stable (not scoured and/or filled), but it can be unreliable if the paint washes off, and it has not as of yet951

taken into account grain size. Although information on the fractional mobility of each grain size fraction952

is present in the photo, to our knowledge this has not previously been extracted systematically.953

Within this context and limitations, we have developed a semi-automated method for quantifying the954

stability and mobility of bed grains, based on photographic methods and GIS processing. The paper955

quantifies its performance.956
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S.2 The complete PhotoMOB workflow957

The objective of the procedure is to compare two photos, of the exact same river bed area, acquired958

before and after a hydrological event (or a succession of events when it is impossible to access the area).959

S.2.1 Grains’ detection960

None961

S.2.2 Characterization of grain dynamics962

The categorisation (see Figure S1 – B below), by comparing grain located at the same coordinates963

between the pre- and post-event photo, will be done on sediments from the same section of the river,964

the two grain shapes are likely to be similar. In order to overcome this problem, five particle shape965

descriptors were tested (Chaki and Dey, 2019). It is necessary to establish which shape descriptors are966

most relevant and then to evaluate the relative difference thresholds of these criteria in order to decide967

whether particles are identical or not. We constructed a training dataset consisting of 10 pairs of pre- (T0)968

and post- event (T1) photos coming in equal proportions from two rivers of the South Central Pyrenees969

(Cinca and Ésera). The sedimentary characteristics of these rivers are detailed in the companion paper970

(Part 1). Each photo was scaled and a projective transformation applied, then the T1 photo was aligned971

with the T0 photo using control points (identical points between the two photos).972

All the particles were manually delimited in the form of polygon shapefiles. More than 12100 particles973

were delineated. For each particle, we extract five shape descriptors (see Figure S1 – B and C above).974

(i) The surface area, (ii) the compactness which represents the relationship between the area and the975

perimeter of the particle:976

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 4𝜋 × 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟2 (S1)

Next, (iii) the roundness is obtained using the minimal circle envelope box, in which the roundness is the977

proportion the particle fills its minimal circle:978

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒

(S2)

The next two descriptors are obtained using the minimal rectangle bounding box. By creating this box,979

the length of the axes of the particle is known, which allows the calculation of the (iv) eccentricity which980

corresponds to the aspect ratio:981

𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐴𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
𝐵𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠

(S3)

Then, (v) the rectangularity which indicates in which proportion the particle is rectangular, i.e. in which982

proportion the particle fills its minimal rectangle:983

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒

(S4)

The polygons delimiting the particles at T1 have been transformed into a point layer, materializing their984

centroid. This point layer still contains the shape characteristics information at post event time. This T1985

point layer has been superimposed on the polygon layer materializing the particles at T0. The T0 shape986

information (area, compactness, roundness, eccentricity, rectangularity) has been attached to the T1987
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point overlay. At this stage, the T1 centroid point layer has the paired shape information from T1 and T0988

(Figure S1). Then the grain degree of likeness is evaluated. For each shape descriptor, the percentage989

difference is calculated by taking pre-event time as a reference:990

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑒

× 100

If a T1 particle is not coupled to any T0 particle, then it is considered to be mobile (newly arrived). A991

single operator visually assigned the dynamics status (immobile or mobile) to each T1 particle listed in992

the T1 point layer. In total 5479 pairwise particle comparisons were performed. As the particle detection993

limits may vary slightly between photos or if an operator is using a lower resolution camera, we decided994

to truncate the particles to 8 mm, decreasing the number of retained comparisons to 4202.995

We then used R Core Team (2022) software and the rpart package developed by Therneau and Atkinson996

(2019) to build a classification decision tree model. Among the 4202 pairs, 852 represented immobile997

particles while 3350 represented mobile particles. In order not to influence the classification results we998

randomly eliminated particles classified as mobile from our training set to obtain equal proportions of999

both classes. Of the remaining 1704 particles we used 70% to train different classification trees and1000

kept 30% to test models and select the best one. The simplest tree with good accuracy was preferred.1001

The selected classification model is shown Figure S1 – C2 above. The testing accuracy was 87%. The1002

two relevant descriptors are (i) particle area and (ii) eccentricity. The surface area seems to be the first1003

intuitive descriptor. Finally, eccentricity makes sense because even if the images are rotated, translated,1004

with a slightly different scale, the eccentricity ratio should remain similar. If two paired particles have1005

a difference in area greater than 38%, then they are considered to be different (mobile). If not, if the1006

difference in eccentricity is greater than 31%, then they are considered to be mobile, otherwise they are1007

identical (immobile).1008

Once the particles have been classified, it is possible to derive different types of information. This data1009

can be expressed as the number of grains in the sampled area, i.e. Area-by-number (Abn), or in terms1010

of grain area in the sampled area. The latter is equivalent to the Grid-by-number (Gbn) data form1011

commonly obtained by the pebble-count method (Wolman, 1954). Figure S1 - D shows a conceptual1012

example of the possible data that can be obtained from the analysis of photo pairs.1013

• Taking the surface sediment as a whole (out of 100 %) and the mobility classification or status of each1014

particle (i.e. mobile or immobile), it is possible to calculate the immobile proportion (i.e., bed stability)1015

and the mobile proportion (i.e., bed instability) in term of grain number or area (see Figure S1 – D5)1016

• Additionally, because each particle is classified as mobile or immobile, it is also possible to know1017

frequency distribution of each grain fraction per dynamics status composing the new bed surface (see1018

Figure S1 – D6).1019

• The relative fractional stability (or relative fractional mobility) can also be examined with the ratio pi/Fi1020

(see Figure S1 – D8). In this expression, pi is the frequency of the immobile particle in a given ith size1021

fraction. Fi is the frequency for the given fraction i taking all surface grains as a whole (immobile +1022

mobile). A value less than 1 indicates partial mobility or stability, depending if pi is based on the mobile1023

or immobile grains, whereas a ratio pi/Fi ≥ 1 indicates full mobility or stability of the fraction i.1024

• Finally, taking as two distinct sets the mobile and immobile particles, it is possible to calculate for1025

each status the frequencies of each fraction, to derive the cumulative frequency and to estimate the1026

percentiles (see Figure S1 – D9).1027
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Figure S1: Illustration of the workflow required to samples and characterize bed surface (see companion paper, Part 1) and sediment dynamics
(developed in this paper). (A) Photo acquisition. PhotoMOB toolbox Part 1 for (B) detection of grain and shape characterisation and Part 2 for
(C) grain couples’ comparison and categorization. (D) Extraction of different possible types of data (static views in green D1 to D4, and dynamic
views in purple D5 to D8) facilitated by the PhotoMOB Extractor application.
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S.2.2.1 Hypothesis and rationale None1028

S.2.2.2 Workflow None1029

S.3 Performance assessment1030

None1031

S.3.1 Control dataset1032

None1033

S.3.2 Performance assessment approaches1034

Figure S2 shows an overview of the reviewed particle delineation at T0 and T1 (columns A and B), as1035

well as the result of applying the classification model to the reviewed delineation at T1, with the photo1036

at T0 in the background (column C). The correction of delineations can still cause classification errors.1037

In the case of automated delineation errors and a correction made only on one of the two layers, the1038

shapes of the grains still remain different, leading to misclassification as mobile (see Figure S2) – M2).1039

This error is also covered in the main text and latter in this document Test S.5.1.3.1.1040
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Figure S2: Particle reviewed delineation results at T0 (A) and T1 (B). (C) Automated particle classifi-
cation as immobile or mobile based on T1 classification. The image patches represent approximatively
40cm*40cm and show delineated particles > 8mm. The label ‘M‘ is showing misclassification example.
‘M1’ correspond a miss classification as immobile due to similar shape. ‘M2‘ correspond to a misclassifi-
cation as mobile due to shape correction only in one layer (T0 or T1) leading to different shapes while
the particles were immobile.
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S.4 Results of performance assessment1041

Average performance procedure metrics (Bias, e, MAE, RMSE) are available below1042

S.4.1 General bed dynamics1043

Table S1: Bed stability performances (Figure S1– D5)

a The bed stability proportion (number - Abn or area - Gbn) is inversely proportional to bed mobility. The1044

bias for bed mobility will have the opposite sign to those shown here for bed stability. Other metric values1045

will be equal for bed stability or mobility. b The manual procedure corresponds to manual delineation +1046

automatic grain categorization, automated procedure corresponds to automated delineation + automatic1047

grain categorisation, and reviewed procedure correspond to automated delineation followed by 10 min of1048

boundary correction + automatic grain categorization. c Average of the bed stability/Instability proportion1049

estimates error over the 10 samples, corresponding to the general procedure errors for each procedure1050

(manual, automated, reviewed). d Theses value correspond to the column in Figure 5 (main text).1051
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S.4.2 Distribution per dynamics status1052

Table S2: Grain size and dynamics status performances (Figure S1 – D6)

a Distribution of surface grains, immobile and mobile, for the 3 delineation procedures tested. For the surface, the manual and control grains1053

are the same. b The manual procedure corresponds to manual delineation + automatic grain categorization, automated procedure corresponds1054

to automated delineation + automatic grain categorisation and reviewed procedure correspond to automated delineation followed by 10 min1055

of boundary correction + automatic grain categorization. c Average of grain frequency errors, for each metric, over the 10 grain fractions,1056

corresponding to the general procedure errors for each procedure (manual, automated, reviewed) and each distribution (surface, immobile,1057

mobile). The sd represent the standard deviation around the average. A low value indicates a constant error of prediction along grain fraction1058

while greater value indicates disparity of performance estimation along grain fraction. d The procedure bias corresponds to the average of the1059

black curve in Figure 7 (main text) while sd indicate how constant or not are the black line along grain fractions. e The procedure MAE in black1060

bold correspond to the value of the column in Figure 5 (main text)1061
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Table S3: Percentiles estimates performances (Figure S1 – D9)

a Distribution of surface grains, immobile and mobile, for the 3 delineation procedures tested. For the surface, the manual and control grains1062

are the same. b The manual procedure corresponds to manual delineation + automatic grain categorization, automated procedure corresponds1063

to automated delineation + automatic grain categorisation and reviewed procedure correspond to automated delineation followed by 10 min1064

of boundary correction + automatic grain categorization. c Average of percentiles estimate errors, for each metric, over the 15 extracted1065

percentiles, corresponding to the general procedure errors for each procedure (manual, automated, reviewed) and each distribution (surface,1066

immobile, mobile). The sd represent the standard deviation around the average. A low value indicates a constant error of prediction along1067

percentiles while greater value indicates disparity of performance estimation along percentiles. d The procedure MAE in black bold correspond1068

to the value of the column in Figure 5 (main text). The procedure bias corresponds to the average of the black line in Figure 7 (main text) while1069

the sd indicate how constant or not are the black line along grain fractions. e The performance of the automated and reviewed procedures for1070

estimating surface percentiles can be compared with the performance data presented in the companion paper (Part 1).1071
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S.4.3 Fractional dynamics1072

Table S4: Fractional performances (Figure S1 – D7)

a The manual procedure corresponds to manual delineation + automatic grain categorization, automated procedure corresponds to automated1073

delineation + automatic grain categorisation, and reviewed procedure correspond to automated delineation followed by 10 min of boundary1074

correction + automatic grain categorization. b Average of the fractional dynamic estimate’s errors, for each metric, over the 10 grain fractions,1075

corresponding to the general procedure errors for each procedure (manual, automated, reviewed) and each distribution (immobile, mobile). The1076

sd represent the standard deviation around the average. A low value indicates a constant error of prediction along grain fractions while greater1077

value indicates disparity of performance estimation grain fraction. c The procedure MAE in black bold correspond to the value of the column in1078

Figure 5 (main text)1079
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S.4.4 Relative fractional dynamics1080

Table S5: Relative fractional performances (Figure S1 – D8)

a Groups of immobile and mobile grain, for the 3 delineation procedures tested. b The manual procedure1081

corresponds to manual delineation + automatic grain categorization, automated procedure corresponds1082

to automated delineation + automatic grain categorisation, and reviewed procedure correspond to auto-1083

mated delineation followed by 10 min of boundary correction + automatic grain categorization. c Average1084

of the relative fractional dynamic error ratio over the 10 grain fractions, corresponding to the general1085

procedure errors for each procedure (manual, automated, reviewed) and each distribution (immobile,1086

mobile). The sd represent the standard deviation around the average. A low value indicates a constant1087

error of prediction along grain fractions while greater value indicates disparity of performance estimation1088

grain fraction. Theses value correspond to the column in Figure 5 (main text)1089
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S.5 Discussion1090

S.5.1 Performance limitation and recommendation1091

S.5.1.1 Manual procedure None1092

S.5.1.2 Automatic procedure None1093

S.5.1.3 Reviewed procedure1094

S.5.1.3.1 Recommendation for the revision of the grain contour Figure 10 A (main text) is a1095

localized view of the result of the reviewed procedure obtained on sample S1. The black outline represents1096

the T0 or PRE event grain (see small Pre square on the left). The background image represents the T11097

or POST event grain (see in T1 the small square on the right). The dots (blue and red) represent some1098

examples of comparison results. Only mobile grains are expected (red dot). However, the classification1099

results in immobile grains (blue dot). Here, the grains concerned were correctly delineated. The yellow1100

and red layers highlight the pre- and post- event misclassified contours of the grains. The shapes of these1101

grains are too similar to be considered as different. In this case, the correction of the grain boundaries will1102

never correct these errors. The surface and eccentricity likeness thresholds are too large in these cases,1103

perhaps the addition of another shape descriptor could have allowed a correct classification. After the1104

classification, a check and correction of the attribute field can be considered to inverse the classification1105

results.1106

Figure 10 B (main text) shows errors, which this time are theoretically avoidable in the reviewed proce-1107

dure. The picture shows the sample S10 where only immobile grains are expected (blue dot), but the1108

classification gave some grains as mobile (red dot). The point numbered 2 represents a small particle1109

detected in the post-event (red contour). However, this small particle does not appear in the pre-event1110

layer (no yellow contour). The image processing leading to the amplification of the edges by the appli-1111

cation of filters and the image binarization (see companion paper, Part 1) resulted in the detection of1112

a particle identified as smaller than 8 mm, therefore discarded. This small particle, present only in the1113

post-event, is therefore considered mobile (i.e., new). The operator could either delete this small red1114

polygon to avoid creating a mobile particle or add a small yellow polygon. Point 3 represents a particle1115

detected in both photos but whose shapes are too different to be classified as identical. The operator1116

would have to modify one of them to allow classification as identical. These two types of error, 2 and 3,1117

are related to the automated delimitation and to the lack of time of the operator who preferred to correct1118

larger, more visible particles and did not linger on the small grains.1119

Point 4 corresponds to a particle identified in both layers. However, it seems that in the pre-event layers1120

(yellow outline), the particle has been entirely redrawn by hand by guessing its part hidden under the1121

adjacent much larger particle in the upper left. In the post-event layer (red outline), the particle has not1122

been modified. This has generated polygons of too different shapes to be considered as one and the same1123

particle. This time, the misclassification comes from the operator’s correction and not from the original1124

automated delimitation. Similarly, point 5 shows a grain that in both the T0 and T1 automatic delineations1125

was joined to the adjacent larger grain. During the review process, grains were separated and the grain1126

at point 5 was only redrawn in the T1 image, which mistakenly resulted in a mobile interpretation. As1127

for error in point 4, it is therefore advisable to first generate the automated delineation of the grains of1128

the two photos to then display both to correcting them at the same time with consistency to avoids such1129

errors (4 and 5) and allows to run through both layers at the same time rather than one after the other,1130

which is a time grain. In order to be efficient during this correction work, it is advisable to apply a virtual1131

grid to the photos and to carry out the correction line by line (or column by column). We believe that1132

the implementation of the ImageGrains algorithm (Mair et al., 2023) for grain detection could greatly1133

eliminate these problems.1134
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Finally, Figure 10 C (main text) shows a type of error that is not related to the automated delimitation or1135

its correction. Once again, the image corresponds to sample S10 where all the grains are immobile (blue1136

dot). However, some small grains are given mobile (red dot). The grains appear in both pre and post1137

layer and are correctly delimited by the automated delimitation. However, the post image is not correctly1138

aligned with the pre image. It is possible to see the shift on the coarse grain with small white arrows.1139

The yellow outlines are shifted upwards with respect to the red outline. The offset is between 5 and 101140

mm. The centroids of T1 polygons are therefore no longer superimposed on the small yellow polygons.1141

They are considered mobile. This alignment between the pair of photos of S10 is not the one presented1142

in this paper. During the alignment of these photos, we saved the two not fully aligned photos and then1143

generated the automatic delineation and correction in 10 minutes to see the impact of the misalignment.1144

Misalignment can increase the fractional mobility of fine grain fractions by 2/3. For example, the well1145

aligned sample S10 (presented in this paper) showed a proportion of mobile grain between 8 and 11 mm1146

of more than 25% (main text, Figure 8 A, S10). With less well aligned photos, as seen in Figure 10 C, this1147

fraction of grain can show a mobile proportion of more than 75%. As a reminder, 0% was expected. A1148

correct photo alignment is essential to obtain accurate data on fractional stability/mobility, especially for1149

small fractions. Worth to notice that such a small grain may constitute marginal bedload that may have1150

a role in rivers affected by frequent low-intensity flows such as for instance hydropeaks, hence putting1151

the entrainment threshold very low, but in any case with ecosystemic implications (Gibbins et al., 2007).1152

It can sometimes seem difficult to align the photos properly. Often this is because the photos are not1153

taken from the same point of view, especially when images are not perfectly nadir. Two different angles1154

of view make it difficult to get a correct uniform alignment on the entire image. It might be possible1155

to add a small spirit level to the camera. This could be a less cumbersome and quicker alternative for1156

operators than a structure or a tripod to get a correct perpendicular picture from the ground.1157

S.5.2 Immobility, Stability, Mobility, and Instability1158

None1159

S.5.3 Use of data1160

None1161

S.6 Concluding remarks1162

None1163
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